
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Disussion 3 { Choosing an Integration MethodFebruary 16, 2005GoalsWe have now introdued a number of tehniques for �nding inde�nite integrals ofvarious types of funtions and pratied eah of them \in isolation". But of ourse, theultimate goal here (and an important skill to have) is to be able to reognize whih methodto apply when you are given a \random, free-form" integral to do, and then be able toarry it out. So today, we will look at a olletion of additional examples and pratiedeiding whih method applies, then work out the integrals. Here's a good general strategyor \heklist" to follow as you deide:� Can you do algebra on the integrand to make the funtion a sum of simple funtions?(e.g. powers, exponentials, et.)? If so, use the basi integration rules.� If not, is the integral of the form R f(u) du for some funtion f that we have a basiintegration formula for and some u = u(x)? (Note: It might take some imaginationor algebra to see that you do have an integral of this form!) If so, do substitution.� If the seond point doesn't apply, is the funtion to be integrated a rational funtion(quotient of polynomials)? If so, do partial frations. (Note: Some simple rationalfuntions, inluding ones where the denominator has just one term won't requirepartial frations, though.)� If the third point doesn't apply, does the funtion ontain pu2 + a2;pu2 � a2, orpa2 � u2. If so, try the appropriate trigonometri substitution. In order for this tosueed, though, the the resulting trigonometri integral should be one you an dousing the table.� If the fourth point doesn't apply, an you identify a good hoie for u; dv for integrationby parts? (Of ourse some forms like R xnex dx, et. an also be reognized as allingfor parts immediately!)� If none of the above apply, is there a substitution that puts the integral into a formwhere one does apply, or the table an be used?For eah integral below, say whih method applies, and ompute the inde�nite integral.You will need to use the table of integrals in the text a ouple of times.ProblemsA) Z t3p16� t2 dt(Note: This one an be done in several di�erent ways!)
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B) Z x+ x5=2x2 dxC) Z x sin(px2 + 3)px2 + 3 dx(Hint: This is an easy one if you see the right way. Don't be fooled by the squareroots of quadratis.)D) Z v2 arsin(v) dvE) Z p�=20 x(sin(x2))5 os(x2) dxF) Z px2 � 4x dx(Hint: omplete square �rst.)G) Z u+ 1u3 + 8u2 + 17u dxAssignmentGroup writeups due Monday, February 21.
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